
Convention Center under the pretext of public safety, but actually to compensate itself for lost
revenue from canceled events.

SDHC could stop siphoning off funds from the low-income families the funds were intended to
help. And SDHC could use a portion of the funds it has hoarded to stop SDHC’s racist Section
8 voucher policy that blocks families from renting in white areas. SDHC knows that its racist
policy is the reason 3 in 10 SDHC Section 8 recipients can not find a landlord to rent to them
before their voucher expires.

Government sponsored segregation – de jure segregation – has been illegal for decades,
which is why the NAACP San Diego Branch and San Diego Tenant Union (SDTU) filed a
lawsuit against SDHC. The lawsuit uses SDHC’s own data to illustrate the extent to which
SDHC intentionally discriminates and perpetuates racial segregation.

SDHC believes de-segregation is “social engineering”

SDHC believes it is above the law. In fact, SDHC’s CEO Rick Gentry repeatedly denigrated
Obama-era de-segregation efforts as “social engineering.” And when the NAACP San Diego
Branch and SDTU included these racist statements in their lawsuit, SDHC attempted – three
times – to exclude the statements. SDHC lost. But spending tax payer funds, SDHC recently
filed another motion to have these racist statements excluded.

SDHC (government agency) tried to use the First Amendment to protect its right to
be racist

SDHC also argued that the lawsuit would “chill” SDHC’s “valid exercise of the constitutional
right of freedom of speech and petition.” SDHC argued its racist policy wasn’t subject to
judicial review. SDHC lost this argument.

SDHC believes segregation only harms racial minorities

SDHC also argued that the lawsuit was not brought “solely in the public interest” because the
relief sought would only benefit non-white Section 8 recipients, not the general public. SDHC
lost this argument. Segregation harms everybody, not just racial minorities.

What evidence is SDHC hiding?

During the lawsuit, SDHC also repeatedly refused to
hand over evidence. Finally, after Court intervention,
SDHC handed over the evidence – but by dropping
off 14 boxes of unlabeled, uncategorized documents
(56,000 pages) on the NAACP San Diego Branch and
SDTU five days before a deadline to oppose SDHC’s
motion. While SDHC’s tactics successfully prevented
the NAACP San Diego Branch and SDTU from being
able to review the evidence in time, they still
defeated SDHC’s motion.

The NAACP San Diego Branch and SDTU also have a separate, pending Public Records Act
lawsuit against SDHC based on SDHC’s refusal to hand over 2019 Section 8 data.
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